be a bounded representation of B on a normed linear space V, i.e. a homomorphism from B into the normed algebra End(V) of bounded operators on V such that ||T|| = sup ||T^|| ||&||~1 < oo. The kernel and the image of T will be denoted by Ker T and Im T, respectively.
The spectrum A^(T) of T is defined to be the hull in 3TC(B) of the closed ideal Ker T. It is immediate that A^(T) is a closed (possibly empty) subset of 3Tl(B).
Put B(T) = B/KerT, and denote the cosets b 4-KerT by b^. We shall give B(T) two different norms. The first one is the usual quotient norm |H|^ under which B(T) becomes a commutative Banach algebra, which will be denoted by B^(T). The canonical homomorphism^ : B -> B^(T), b ^b^ , induces a homeomorphism
TT^ : ^(B^(T)) -> A^(T)
between the Gelfand space of B^(T) and the spectrum of T. As usual we identify these two spaces. Then we have b^) = bW V^eAi(T), V6EB.
Since B(T) is algebraically isomorphic to Im T, we obtain a second, submultiplicative norm IHI^ in B(T) by putting IIM2 = IIT^II .
Let B^(T) denote the completion of B(T) under this norm. Then B^(T) is a commutative Banach algebra. The injection/ : B^(T) <^ B^(T) is continuous, because \\b^\\^ < ||T|| llft^lli-
lt follows that the dual map /* : OmB^CO) -> A,(T) = JIt(B^T))
is an embedding. The closed subset
A^m^WB^T)))
of A^ (T) will be called the narrow spectrum of T. It is convenient to identify OiKB^T)) with A^T).
Since the elements ofA^T) can be regarded as bounded complexvalued homomorphisms on Im T, and since the norm of these homo-morphisms is at most one, the narrow spectrum has the following characterization, which does not mention B^(T) explicitly. ii) // there is a constant 00 such that 16(<p) I < C || T^ || for all &GB, r/z^ ^EA^(T).
A simple but useful consequence of Proposition 2.1 and of the definition of the spectrum is the following : PROPOSITION 2.2. -Let S and T be two representations of B. // II S^ || < || T^ || /or all 6GB, r/^ A,(S) C A,(T), / = 1 , 2.
We now give some examples which show that, in general, A^(T) is a proper subset of A^ (T). In order to assure that the spectrum of a representation T is nonempty one has to impose some condition on T. The following condition turns out to be sufficient, and it will be assumed to hold at some places.
Assumption /. -There exists an element u G B such that T^ i=-0 and T^ = T^ for all b E B.
In particular, if B is an algebra with unit and T ^ 0, then Assumption I is fulfilled. Proof. -If T fulfills Assumption I, then KerT is a regular ideal in B with u acting as a unit modulo KerT, and u^ is an identity element for both Bi(T) and B^T). So in this case A^(T) and A^(T) are Gelfand spaces of unitary Banach algebras, and this proves the proposition.
The study of the spectrum of a representation can be reduced to the case when the representation satisfies Assumption I, simply by adjoining a unit to B and extending the representation in a natural way. Let B be the Banach algebra obtained from B by adjoining a unit 1. We shall regard B as a subalgebra of B. The Gelfand space 3TC(B) of B can be identified with OTl(B)U{^}, where ^ denotes the zero homomorphism of B, if we define (b +X)^) =6(^) +x , V&GB , vxec , V(^G m(B)u{^}.
Let I be the identity operator on V, and extend the representation T of B to a representation T of B on V by defining Proof. -The proof is the same for i = 1 and / = 2. We start from the commutative diagram Here, 96, denotes the hull of B,(T) in 01Z(B.(T)). Thus, depending on the codimension of B,(T), either 9C, = 0 orffe, ={^^}, where <^is the homomorphism that annihilates B,(T), and in the latter case, TT,* obviously maps ^ on ^. Thus, by duality, we obtain from (2.1) and from the definition of A, either of the following two commutative diagrams in which all straight arrows are homeomorphisms.
In both cases, A,(T) = A,(T) 0 01Z(B).
The approximate point spectrum.
We are now going to introduce and study a third spectral concept which has its roots in some more special definitions of Lyubich [11] and Zeiazko [19] .(*) Let T be a bounded representation of B on V. If F C B and a? is a complex-valued function defined on F, we put
The set A3(T) of all <^Em(B) such that v^\ F) = 0, for all finite subsets F of B, will be called the approximate point spectrum o/T. PROPOSITION 3.1. -A3<T) is a closed subset of A^T).
Proof.
For each finite set F, the map ^ ^ v^ ; F) is continuous. Indeed, if \b(^p) -b(^o)\ < e for all b E F, then |^;F) -v^o ;F)|<e .
It follows that A3<T), being the intersection of the closed sets {<p G 3rc(B) ; v^ ; F) = 0} (F finite), is a closed subset of Wi (B). Since A^(T) is closed, it now suffices to prove that A3<T) is a subset of A^CT). Suppose that ^p^A^(T). Then In general, A3<T) is a proper subset ofA^T) (see e.g. Example 3.4). Of course, it is important to know whether A3(T) is nonempty, and one of our main results (Theorem 6.3) will be that so is the case, whenever A^(T) is nonempty. There is no corresponding relation between A^(T) and A^(T) as is shown by Example 2.4.
We now give some equivalent definitions of the approximate point spectrum. Of these, iii) is particularly useful for the determination of A3(T) in concrete cases. iii) =^ ii) : It suffices to prove that if F ={&i , b^ , . . . , b^} and if F' is a finite set of elements of the form a = P(6^ , b^ , . . . , 6^), where P is a polynomial in n variables without constant term, then ;F')<C^OP;F) (3.1)
for some constant C (depending on F and F'). By Taylor's formula, there exist elements d. G B such that Example 3.3. -Let A^ ,. . . , A^ be a commuting family of bounded linear operators on a Banach space X, and let B be the Banach subalgebra of End (X) generated by A^ ,. . . , A^ . If T is the identity representation of B, then A3(T) coincides with the joint approximate point spectrum of A^ ,. . . , A^ as defined in e.g. [3] . 
A3(T)^A2(T)^A^(T) .
The following relation between A3<T) and A3(T) follows immediately from the definition of the approximate point spectrum. Thus, in particular, by taking I = Ker T and passing to the quotient B^ (T), if necessary, we may reduce the study of the spectrum of a representation to the case when A^ coincides with the Gelfand space.
Let W be a (T-)invariant linear subspace of V, i.e. T^W C W for all 6GB. By restricting each T^ to W we obtain a representation T w of B on W, which is called the restriction of T to W. Obviously, 11 T^ II < II T^ ||, and hence A,^) C A,(T) for i = 1, 2, by Proposition 2.2. Clearly, this inclusion is valid for i == 3, too.
If W is closed and invariant, the reduction T^1^ of T to the quotient space V/W is defined by
Since || ^/ w || < || T^ ||, we have A^T^) C A,(T) for / = 1, 2. Simple counterexamples show that this inclusion fails when / = 3.
ii) A^ (T) D A^ (T^ U A^ (T^). // T ^ completely reduced by a pair of closed subspaces W and X, then
Proo/ All that remains to be proved is the inclusion C in i) and iii). The first one follows from the easily verified inclusion Proof. Assume that ^GA,(T) and 6(^)^=0. We consider the cases / = 1, 2, 3 separately. We have considered representations T on arbitrary normed linear spaces V. However, as far as our three spectra are concerned, it is no restriction to assume that V is a Banach space, because if V is the completion of V and if T^ denotes the unique extension of T^ to V, then T is a bounded representation on V with A^.(T) = A^.(T) for /=1,2,3.
The regular representation and its adjoint.
Let R be the regular representation of B, defined by R^a=ba . \f a,6EB. Remark. -Corollary 5.2 is equivalent to the inequality
by Proposition 2.1. Of course, this inequality is trivial when B has a submultiplicative norm and a bounded approximate identity with bound 1. In the general case, it can also be deduced from the spectral radius formula. The approximate point spectrum of R coincides with a concept studied by Zeiazko [19] . In [19] , an ideal I C B is said to consist of Proof. -We shall give a proof that differs from Zeiazko's proof. Let ^Gr(B), let e > 0, and let F={Z^ ^b^...,b^}CB be a finite subset of Ker ^o. (^ is here considered as an element of OTt(B)). We have to show that there is an element xEB such that
and u={^e OIZ<B) ; |&(^)| <- 6 , V&EF} . and that (see [7, where w, > 0 for every ;, and 2 w, < /2 -1, such that (5.1) holds. For details, see [5] , p. 59, where the same argument has been used. 
Nonemptiness of the approximate point spectrum.
Our first aim is to generalize Corollary 5.5 to arbitrary representations T. To this end we shall need the following : Proo/ -Since A^(T) = Or^B^T)), the theorem follows immediately from Corollary 5.5, Lemma 6.1 and Proposition 2.5.
By Lemma 6.1 and Theorem 5.4, we have the following chain of inclusions :
In general, none of these inclusions can be replaced by equality (cf. ii) Assume that B is regular and semisimple. We already know that A^T^CAiCT). So assume that ^ G A, (T)\supp 6. Then, by regularity, we can choose a such that a(^o) ¥= 0 and d(\p) = 0 on supp6. Then a(^)b(^)=0 on OTc(B) so that ab = 0 by semisimplicity. It follows that fl,eKerT W and, since d(^) =fc 0, we conclude that ^^A^CT^.
We can now prove the following theorem (cf. [9] ). THEOREM 6.5.
-i) If either A^(T) is totally disconnected or B is regular, then A^(T) = A^(T).
ii) // either Ai(T) is totally disconnected or B is regular and semisimple, then Ai(T) = A^T).
Remark. -We do not know whether A^T) = A^(T) for all regular algebras.
Proof. -The first statement has already been proved in the paragraph preceding Lemma 6.4, because the hypothesis on A^(T) (or on B) implies that B^(T) is regular. As for the second statement, Propositions 2.6 and 3.5 reduce the proof to the case when B has an identity. Then every non-zero representation of B has a nonempty approximate point spectrum by Theorem 6.3. Assume that ^Q £ A^ (T), and let U be an arbitrary neighbourhood of (^Q . We shall prove that U HA3(T) is nonempty, and, since A^(T) is closed, this implies that o (= ^(T). If B is regular and semisimple we use regularity to choose b G B so that b^p^) = 1 and supp b C U. If instead A^(T) is totally disconnected, an application of Shilov's idempotent theorem to the algebra B^(T) gives an element b^B such that b^ is an idempotent in B^(T) with b(^o) = b^^p^) = 1 and supp b^ C U. In both cases we set W = T^ V and deduce from Lemma 6.4 that A^T^ C U and from Proposition 4.3 that ^ EA^CI^) so that T^ is non-zero. Hence A3(T W )^0 and, since A^(T^) C A^(T^) and A^(T^) C A^T\ it follows that U n A^T) ^ 0.
As an application of our results on the approximate point spectrum we shall now derive two extensions of theorems in [11] and [12] . Let T : G -> Aut(X) be a uniformly continuous representation of an abelian topological group G on a Banach space X, and let G* denote the group of all continuous (unbounded) characters of G, i. 
now yield 3TL(B) = F(B) C A^(R^) C A^T) == or^(r). This proves the theorem.
Remark. -Lyubich [11] proves Theorem 6.6 for separable groups only. His proof is entirely different and does not use any Banach algebra methods. However, a close look at his proof reveals that it does not use the full group structure of G but only the semi-group property. It follows that his proof can be extended to deal with representations of Banach algebras. In order to obtain extensions to the non-separable case, it seems however necessary to use Banach algebra techniques. [12] uses such techniques, but again only separable groups are considered.
An extension theorem.
The following extension theorem is useful for the study of the approximate point spectrum. It contains the extension lemma of Lyubich [11] and the results of Slodkowski [16] and Choi-Davis [3] as special cases. Another special case is Proposition 3.2 iii) =» i). Our proof is inspired by the proof of Lyubich [11] which uses an idea that goes back to F. Quigley [14, p. 25] . The new feature in our proof is the use of Theorem 6.3. for all b G F, and it follows that <pE A^CT).
Remark 1. -If we apply the theorem to the case when T is the regular representation of an algebra B with unit, E is an ideal in B, and a? is the zero function, we obtain a positive answer to a conjecture of Zeiazko [19] , namely that every ideal consisting of joint topological divisors of zero is contained in a maximal ideal consisting of joint topological divisors of zero. This result has also been obtained by Slodkowski [16] by a different method.
Remark 2. -Our proof of Theorem 7.1 uses Theorem 5.4. However, it is possible to prove the extension theorem without using Zeiazko's theorem. Lyubich does this in a special case, and so does Slodkowski. Therefore it might be of interest to note that there is an easy way to deduce Zeiazko's theorem from the extension theorem. This is shown in [10] .
The adjoint of the regular representation.
In this section we assume that B is normed so that \\ab || < \\a || ||6|| .
We denote the closed ball in B* of radius p and centered at 0 by S .
Let L denote the adjoint of the regular representation of B, and let V be an L-invariant subspace of B*. The aim of this section is to give an alternative characterization of the spectrum and the narrow spectrum of L^. In order to get a simpler notation we shall write A,(V) instead of A, (I/), and we shall also speak of A,(V) as the spectrum (narrow, approximate point spectrum) of V. The spectrum A,0) of an element v G B* is defined to be the corresponding spectrum of the subspace {L^ v ; b E B}. Remarks. -In [7] the narrow spectrum of V was defined as the set V H S^ H OTUB), and the main problem was to show that V 0 Si H CTZ(B) is nonempty, whenever B is an algebra with identity and V =^{0}. Only partial results in that direction were obtained in [6] and [8] . Theorem 8.1 together with Proposition 2.5 now solve the problem completely.
Part ii) of Theorem 8.1 implies that every homomorphism in OTl(B) which is the weak-* limit of a bounded filter in V is the weak-* limit of a filter in V with bound one. This result is somewhat surprising in view of the results for the related problem of bounded spectral synthesis (cf. Varopoulos [ 17] ). If c/z(V)>0, then the two norms ||-|li and IMI^ on BCL/) are equivalent, and it follows that A^(V) = A^(V). Consequently, if A^(V) ^= A^(V), then we have an example of a subspace V of characteristic 0. However, the condition A^(V)^A^(V) is not necessary for V to be of characteristic 0. Warner [18] gives an example of a weak-* dense subspace H of L°°(R) with ch(H) = 0. This subspace happens to be L-invariant so we can define the representation L 11 of L^R). It follows from Theorem 6.5 that Ai(H) = A^H).
As an application of Theorem 8.1 we shall give a concrete interpretation of A,(V) for the Beurling algebras. We start by collecting some basic definitions and facts about these algebras.
Let ^ be a locally compact abelian group, and denote a Haar measure by m. Let S C ^ be a closed semigroup containing the identity 0 of ^, and assume that S is the closure of its interior. Let p be a positive, m-measurable, submultiplicative function on §, i.e. satisfying p(x -t-y) < p(x) p(y) for all x, y E §, and assume that p and \lp are bounded on every compact set. Assume further that p(0) = 1 and that p is continuous at 0. (This last assumption is not essential. It is used only in order to get the constants in Conditions Proof. -The proof of the sufficiency of Condition (i) is rather obvious in all three cases and is omitted. So let us prove the necessity. i = 1 : The result and the idea of the proof goes back to Beurling, and special cases have been used by several authors (e.g. [13, p. 25] ). Since the proof does not seem to be available in the literature, we give it here. Let \ G A^ (V) and let a? be given as in Condition ( and, e > 0 being arbitrary, this shows that <r , G> = 0, i.e. r = 0. The proof of the case ;' = 1 is complete.
1=2: Let x^ A^(V), e > 0 and K, a compact subset of S, be given. Since L^(8?) has an approximate identity, bounded in norm by one, we can choose ^EL^(S) such that g(\) = 1 and \\g\\ < 1 4-e. It follows from Theorem 8.1 ii) and an easy covering argument that, if C is an arbitrary compact subset of L 1 (S), then there exists a GGV such that || G || < 1 and I <G , /> -/(x) I < e, for all /G C. In particular, since {g^ ;xGK} is a compact subset of L^S), there is a G G V with II G || < 1 satisfying 
Hence II F^ -xOOFII < IIL^G -xOOGII +1x001 IIG -L^G|| < <e(l +p0c)) , V-^K .
It follows from this that x satisfies Condition (3), and the proof of Theorem 8.2 is complete. If ^ is discrete, then L^(S) has an identity, so it follows that A3 (V) ^0 for all nontrivial V C L^(S). If § is non-discrete, this need not be true any longer. Nyman [13] gives examples of weight functions p and of L-invariant subspaces V of L^(R) and L^R^) with empty spectrum A^(V). However, if § = g and the weight function p satisfies the following two conditionŝ ) > 1 , V .^, and t Aog^<^^x e^n =i n 2 then, by a theorem of Domar [5] , L^^) is regular and semisimple, and every closed proper ideal of L^^) is included in the kernel of some \ GOTK^L 1^) ). Thus in this case, by Theorem 6.5 and the definition of the spectrum, A3(V) = A^(V) ^= 0 for all L-invariant, nontrivial V C L^(^). In particular, there exists a character \ satisfying Condition (3). This was first proved in [5] , and for ^= R and p(x) = 1 by Beurling in [2], though the results of these papers were only stated in terms of A^ and Condition (2).
Counterexamples.
In this final section we shall show that there exist Banach algebras B and L-invariant subspaces V C B* such that A^ (V) ^ A^(V) ^ A3(V).
Let B be either the disc algebra A(D) (cf. Example 2.3) or the algebra A^D) of all analytic functions /(z) = S^a^z" such that 11/11 = 2^ |aJ < oo. (Of course, A^D) is isomorphic to the algebra L^(S) with § = Z'' and p(x) = 1). In both cases, OTT(B) = D, and we shall write ^ for the multiplicative functional that corresponds to zGD.
Let C ={z^ ,z^ ,73 , . . .} be a countable subset of 3D and denote its closure by E. When B = A^D) we furthermore assume We recall that E is said to be a B-zero set if there is a nontrivial /eB that vanishes on E. It is well-known that E is an A(D)-zero set, if and only if the linear Lebesgue measure m(E) is zero. A fortiori, if E is an A^D^zero set, then m(E) = 0.
Proof. -We begin by proving that if ^ = 2^a.^., then 11^11= ^ la, | .
(9.1) /-i Let H ={z^ ,z^ ,. . . ,^}. When B = A(D), we apply a wellknown theorem of Carleson and Rudin (see e.g. [15] ) and conclude that, given / € C(H), there exists a g G B such that ,H==/ and \\g\\^= II/HewWhen B = A^D), a similar conclusion follows from Kronecker's theorem, H being independent. In both cases, we obtain Remarks. -IfE^=3Dis not a B-zero set, then, since A^ (V) ^A^tV) and Ker L^ ={0}, V is a weak-* dense subspace of B* of characteristic zero (cf. [4] , [181) .
If jji = £^a.(^. E V and a. ^= 0 for all /, then the norm closure of {L^ ;/EB} equals V, so it follows that A,(^i) = A,(V). Hence Theorem 9.1 gives us examples of elements in B* with different spectrum and narrow spectrum and also of elements with different narrow and approximate point spectrum (cf. [9] ).
Nyman [13] and Gurarii [8] give a characterization of A^O), i/GA^D)*, in terms of a certain analytic transform of y, and from this characterization it is easy to deduce the result of Theorem 9.1 concerning A^(V).
The existence of Banach algebras B and L-invariant subspaces V C B* such that A^ (V) ^ A^(V) ^ A^(V) now follows from Theorem 9.1 ii) and iii) and the following easily proved proposition. We can also use Theorem 9.1 to obtain an example with A^S ® T) + A2(S) U A^CT) (cf. Proposition 4.2 ii)). [2] A. BEURLING, Un theoreme sur les fonctions bornees et uniformement continues sur Faxe reel, Ada Math., 77 (1945), 127-136.
